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Abstract: The pressure drop and conveying stability caused by the bend significantly affect the
pneumatic conveying process of stiff shotcrete, which is the key to solving the problem of long-
distance transportation. In this paper, the effects of different air velocities (32 m/s, 36 m/s, 40 m/s),
water-cement ratios (0.1, 0.2, and 0.3), and bending-diameter ratios (4, 12, and 20) on the pressure
drop of the elbow R1 and conveying stability R2 are studied using the response surface method. The
conveying stability is characterized by the pressure variation coefficient (C.V). The response surface
graph aids in the intuitive analysis of the effects of these variables. The results show that the impact of
air velocity on R1 and R2 is exceptionally significant, and the interaction of each factor on the response
value is analyzed. The response value and the quadratic polynomial regression equation between the
various factors are obtained in addition to the flow characteristics of stiff shotcrete under different
working conditions. The relationship established by the statistical processing of the experimental
results can provide some reference for specifying the pressure loss model of stiff shotcrete.

Keywords: response surface method; elbow pressure drop; conveying stability; stiff shotcrete;
pneumatic conveying

1. Introduction

The shotcrete support has been widely used in the tunnel excavation project. Com-
monly, shotcrete is used in the construction of mine shafts, subways, tunnels, hydraulic
culverts, and other projects because of its characteristics of no formwork, fast construction
speed, simple procedures, and flexibility [1–7]. The moist spraying process combines the
light and fast operation of dry spraying and the low dust production of wet spraying, so
it is the more widely used method of spraying in coal mines [8,9]. However, due to wet
concrete materials’ unique physical and chemical properties, the pneumatic conveying
process is bound to cause significant changes in the conveying speed and pressure drop
of stiff shotcrete materials. Therefore, mastering the flow characteristics of stiff shotcrete
materials will have an essential influence on further revealing the pneumatic conveying
mechanism [10–12]. Among them, the elbow structure significantly impacts the pneumatic
conveying of wet shotcrete. Due t the complexity of the on-site construction environment,
it is inevitable that there will be various elbow structures, resulting in unnecessary pressure
loss, which affects the limited conveying distance of the pneumatic conveying of stiff
shotcrete. Therefore, conducting in-depth research on elbow pressure drop and conveying
stability is necessary.

In the field experiment, Kalman et al. [13–18] conducted in-depth research on the
transport flow characteristics of various materials based on the pneumatic-transport test
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platform. They studied the total bending pressure drop in dilute phase flow in detail. A
qualitative comparison between blind T and radius bending was made with specific mate-
rial properties. Tu et al. [19] analyzed the pressure drop and particle velocity and clarified
the macroscopic motion characteristics of particles under different bending-diameter ratios.
Zhou et al. [20] studied the effects of wall wear, particle breakage, and pressure drop on
the elbow using an orthogonal experimental design. They designed a double wall elbow
to show erosion characteristics, particle breakage rate, and pressure drop. Ji et al. [21,22]
studied the flow characteristics of the spraying materials and pressure loss using field tests
and simulation methods. However, due to the simplification of the spraying materials, it is
difficult to reflect the fundamental conveying characteristics, and there is no systematic
research on the elbow structure. In addition, Kunhanandan and Hamada et al. [23,24] used
the response surface method to study the relationship between the density and strength
of foam concrete and the characteristics of sustainable concrete. The experimental results
proved the accuracy of the response surface method in model prediction.

In terms of numerical simulation, Yu et al. [25–29] reviewed the CFD-DEM modeling
and simulation methods of pneumatic conveying, covering the formulation, validation,
and application of the proposed mathematical model. Emphasis is placed on the modeling
phenomena, such as flow state and transition, pipe wear, and static electricity, and future
research directions are discussed. Zhao et al. [30] used the CFD method to study particle
wear on multiple elbows and established a relationship between connection length and
wear amount. Zhou et al. [31] studied the influence of swirl structure on elbow wear
and verified the CFD simulation results with experimental data. Xu et al. [32] simulated
and analyzed the abrasion of elbows by pneumatic conveying in addition to the effects
of solid volume fraction, the dynamic friction coefficient, the static friction coefficient,
and the coefficient of restitution on wear. Christopher et al. [33] used the traditional
Eulerian-Lagrangian method to predict the effect of erosion wear and conducted numerical
simulation analysis on the wear distribution characteristics. However, this method was too
difficult to predict the maximum wear depth accurately. Mechtcherine et al. [34] used the
discrete element method to simulate the development and research status of the field of
fresh concrete flow and also introduced the existing industrial application of the developed
particle model in concrete engineering. At present, it is still difficult to accurately simulate
stiff shotcrete materials. Sun et al. [35–39] calibrated the parameters using the response
surface method, obtained the parameters used to simulate the shotcrete materials, and
preliminarily revealed the flow characteristics of shotcrete horizontal pneumatic conveying
using the CFD-DEM method. Although domestic and foreign researchers have made in-
depth reports on elbow wear using field tests and simulation methods, there are relatively
few studies on the elbow pressure drop and its impact on conveying stability.

Field experiments have studied the influence of air velocity, water-cement ratio, and
bending-diameter ratio on the inlet and outlet pressure drop and conveying stability of the
pneumatic conveying elbow based on the response surface experimental design and data
analysis. Among them, the conveying stability is characterized by the pressure variation
coefficient (C.V) [40]. The influence of the single-factor and multi-factor interaction on the
pressure drop of the elbow and the conveying stability is analyzed. In addition, the flow
characteristics of material particles of stiff shotcrete under different working conditions
after passing through the elbow are analyzed. It provides a reference value for further
revealing the flow characteristics of stiff shotcrete pneumatic conveying.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Materials

The material of stiff shotcrete is composed of cement, fine aggregate, coarse aggre-
gate, and tap water, and the mix proportions are: cement, fine aggregate, and coarse
aggregate = 1:2.25:1.5. River sand is used as the fine aggregate. The moisture content does
not exceed 6%. The coarse aggregate is a washed, crushed-stone pebble block. Before
mixing, the coarse aggregate is screened with a sieve mesh so the maximum size does not
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exceed 10 mm. The stiff shotcrete materials are premixed for 5 min through the mixer to
ensure uniform distribution of materials. The mixing process is shown in Figure 1. All the
above materials comply with GB 50086-2015 [41].
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Figure 1. The production process of stiff shotcrete materials.

2.2. Experimental System

Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental system used to test the flow
characteristics of the pneumatic conveying of stiff shotcrete materials. The test pipe is one
commonly used at the shotcrete work site, with an inner diameter of 63 mm. The layout
is shown in Figure 2. All of them are horizontally arranged straight pipes (18 m long, to
make the stiff shotcrete materials reach a stable conveying state before bending) that are
connected with elbows with a certain bending-diameter ratio and finally connected to a
section of horizontally arranged straight pipes until the materials are sprayed from the
nozzle. Eight pressure transmitters (measuring range: 0~0.6 MPa) and three transparent
acrylic tubes are placed in the pipeline. The pressure transmitter is mainly used to measure
the pressure data in the pipeline, and the dynamic signal test and analysis system DAQM-
4206C record all test data. The three transparent pipes are respectively arranged in the
initial stage of pneumatic conveying (1 #), the stable stage of pneumatic conveying (2 #),
and the stage after bending (3 #) to observe the material flow characteristics at different
locations. This paper will focus on observing the flow characteristics of stiff shotcrete
materials at the stage after elbow (3 #). A phantom v611 high-speed camera, produced by
Vision Company of the United States, is used, with an average shooting rate of 550 FPS and
the highest resolution of 1280 × 800. The gas power source provides compressed air. The
air compressor with a rated power of 5.5 KW and a maximum transmission air velocity
of 40 m/s is selected as the gas power source to transport air. In addition, to obtain stable
pressure drop data, the conveying time of each pneumatic conveying experiment is kept at
about 30 s. Due to the uncertainty of vortex flow meters and air compressors, it is difficult
to accurately measure the air velocity; however, the impact on the experimental results
can be ignored. The detailed introduction of material parameters and other operating
conditions used in the experiment is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Material Parameters and Operating Conditions.

Properties Value Properties Value

Water-cement ratio 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 Apparent density of coarse aggregate (kg/m3) 2500
Apparent density of fine aggregate (kg/m3) 2400 Bulk density of coarse aggregate (kg/m3) 1420

Bulk density of fine aggregate (kg/m3) 1510 Air velocity (m/s) 32, 36, 40
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2.3. Experimental Scheme

The pressure fluctuation in the pneumatic conveying pipeline varies with the inlet gas
velocity. The pressure fluctuation rate will lead to an unstable flow field and relatively high
energy consumption. When measuring the dispersion of different data, it is not accurate
to directly use standard deviation to compare the two groups. Using the coefficient of
variation to compare them can eliminate the impact of measurement scale and size. C.V has
no dimension, so we can objectively compare the pneumatic conveying of stiff shotcrete.

C.V =
σX
EX

(1)

where C.V is the coefficient of variation, σX is the standard deviation of the original data,
and EX is the average of the original data.

The elbow pressure drop is defined as the pressure loss at the outlet compared with
the pressure loss at the inlet, which reflects the elbow pressure drop:

∆p = pin − pout (2)

where ∆p is the pressure drop at the inlet and outlet of the elbow, pin and pout is the pressure
at the inlet and outlet of the elbow, respectively.

Thoroughly consider the influence of air velocity (A), water-cement ratio (B), and
bending-diameter ratio (C) on the pressure drop at the inlet and outlet of the elbow and the
conveying stability, and take the pressure drop at the inlet and outlet of the elbow (R1) and
the conveying stability (R2) as the response values to conduct the experimental design of
the three factors and three levels. The pressure variation coefficient characterizes conveying
stability. A total of 17 schemes were designed using the Box-Benhnken practical design
method, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The Test Design and Results.

Test Air
Velocity

Water-Cement
Ratio

Bending-
Diameter

Ratio

Pressure Drop
at the Elbow

Conveying
Stability (C.V)

1 32 0.1 12 1200 0.0492
2 32 0.3 12 1587 0.0392
3 40 0.1 12 2156 0.0177
4 40 0.3 12 2318 0.0105
5 36 0.1 4 1300 0.0291
6 36 0.3 4 1650 0.0332
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Table 2. Cont.

Test Air
Velocity

Water-Cement
Ratio

Bending-
Diameter

Ratio

Pressure Drop
at the Elbow

Conveying
Stability (C.V)

7 36 0.1 20 1551 0.0335
8 36 0.3 20 1829 0.0370
9 32 0.2 4 1050 0.0479
10 40 0.2 4 1973 0.0077
11 32 0.2 20 1530 0.0576
12 40 0.2 20 2537 0.0188
13 36 0.2 12 1464 0.0272
14 36 0.2 12 1381 0.0251
15 36 0.2 12 1502 0.0313
16 36 0.2 12 1510 0.0266
17 36 0.2 12 1493 0.0329

3. Calculation Results and Analysis

The regression simulation analysis of the test results in Table 2 was carried out using
the Design Expert 10.0 software, and the second-order regression model between the elbow
pressure drop and the air velocity, water-cement ratio, and bending-diameter ratio was
obtained, as shown in Equation (3):

R1 = 1430 + 439.62A + 147.12B + 196.75C − 56.25AB − 3.99AC − 17.99BC + 300.12A2 + 85.12B2 + 67.37C2 (3)

Table 3 shows the results of the variance analysis of elbow pressure drop.

Table 3. The variance analysis of the elbow inlet and outlet pressure drop model.

Source Sum of
Squares df Mean

Square
F

Value
p-Value

Prob > F

Model 2.499 × 106 9 2.776 × 105 20.64 0.0003 significant
A-Air velocity 1.546 × 106 1 1.546 × 106 114.93 <0.0001
B-Water-cement ratio 1.732 × 105 1 1.732 × 105 12.87 0.0089
C-bending-diameter
ratio 3.097 × 105 1 3.097 × 105 23.02 0.0020

AB 12,656.25 1 12,656.25 0.94 0.3644
AC 64.00 1 64.00 4.757 × 10−3 0.9469
BC 1296.00 1 1296.00 0.096 0.7653
A2 3.793 × 105 1 3.793 × 105 28.19 0.0011
B2 30,510.59 1 30,510.59 2.27 0.1758
C2 19,113.22 1 19,113.22 1.42 0.2721
Residual 94,170.75 7 13,452.96

Lack of Fit 67,060.75 3 22,353.58 3.30 0.1396 not significant
Pure Error 27,110.00 4 6777.50

Cor Total 2.593 × 106 16

R2 = 0.9637; R2
adj = 0.9170; CV = 7.06%; Adequate precision = 14.307.

For the model ANOVA results, column P reflects the significance of the test factor in
the model. When p < 0.05, the factor is significant. Otherwise, it is not substantial. The
lack of fit reflects the degree of difference between the model and the test. When the item
p > 0.05, it indicates that the model is significantly correlated with the test data. It can be
seen from Table 3 that the model item p = 0.0003 < 0.001, shows that the effect of the model
is significant. The lack of fit in this model p = 0.1396 > 0.05, indicates that the prediction
value of this model is significantly correlated with the test value, and the fitting is good.

The regression simulation analysis of the test results in Table 2 was carried out using
the Design Expert 10.0 software, and the second-order regression model between the con-
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veying stability (C.V)e and air velocity, the water-cement ratio, and the bending-diameter
ratio was obtained, as shown in Equation (4):

R2 = 0.02662 − 0.0179A − 3.90×10−3B + 2.17×10−3C + 6.99×10−4AB − 6.50×10−4AC + 9.50×10−4BC

−1.35×10−4A2 + 2.66×10−4B2 + 5.51×10−3C2
(4)

Table 4 shows the variance analysis results of the conveying stability (C.V) at the
elbow outlet.

Table 4. The variance analysis of the elbow outlet conveying stability (C.V)model.

Source Sum of
Squares df Mean

Square
F

Value
p-Value

Prob > F

Model 2.895 × 10−3 9 3.217 × 10−4 16.38 0.0007 significant
A-Air velocity 2.563 × 10−3 1 2.563 × 10−3 130.54 <0.0001
B-Water-cement ratio 1.217 × 10−4 1 1.217 × 10−4 6.20 0.0416
C- bending-diameter ratio 3.784 × 10−5 1 3.784 × 10−5 1.93 0.2076
AB 1.960 × 10−6 1 1.960 × 10−6 0.100 0.7613
AC 1.690 × 10−6 1 1.690 × 10−6 0.086 0.7777
BC 3.610 × 10−6 1 3.610 × 10−6 0.18 0.6810
A2 7.674 × 10−8 1 7.674 × 10−8 3.908 × 10−3 0.9519
B2 2.990 × 10−5 1 2.990 × 10−5 1.52 0.2570
C2 1.281 × 10−4 1 1.281 × 10−4 6.52 0.0379
Residual 1.375 × 10−4 7 1.964 × 10−5

Lack of Fit 9.907 × 10−5 3 3.302 × 10−5 3.44 0.1318 not significant
Pure Error 3.839 × 10−5 4 9.597 × 10−6

Cor Total 3.033 × 10−3 16

R2 = 0.9547; R2
adj = 0.8964; CV = 14.57%; Adequate precision = 13.134.

It can be seen from Table 4 that the model p = 0.0007 < 0.001, indicating that the effect
of the model is significant. The lack of fit in this model p = 0.1318 > 0.05, indicates that the
predicted value of this model is highly correlated with the experimental value, and the
fitting is good.

By analyzing the model data, the 3D response surface and contour plot between air
velocity, water-cement ratio, bending-diameter ratio, and R1, R2 are obtained, as shown
in Figures 3–6. The graph is composed of a response surface graph and a contour graph,
where the density of the contour lines in the contour graph indicates the significance of
each response factor on the response value. The curvature of the response surface and
contour line shows the significant degree of interaction between response factors.

It can be seen from Figures 3 and 4a that the contour line distribution of the abscissa is
denser than that of the ordinate, which indicates that the air velocity has a more significant
effect on the elbow pressure drop than the water-cement ratio. The response surface is
distorted, meaning the interaction between the two is substantial. It can be seen from
the trend of the three-dimensional curved surface that when the water-cement ratio is a
particular value, the pressure drop at the inlet and outlet of the elbow increases with the
increase in air velocity.

According to Figures 3 and 4b, the contour lines in the abscissa are more densely
distributed than those in the ordinate, indicating that the influence of air velocity on
the elbow pressure drop is significantly greater than the bending-diameter ratio. The
response surface is distorted, meaning the interaction between the two is significant. It
can be seen from the trend of the three-dimensional curved surface that when the air
velocity is a particular value, the elbow pressure drop increases with the increase in the
bending-diameter ratio.
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As is shown in Figures 3 and 4c that the contour line distribution in the ordinate
is more intensive than that in the abscissa, indicating that the influence of the bending-
diameter ratio on the elbow pressure drop is more significant than that of the water-cement
ratio. However, there is no noticeable distortion in the response surface, indicating that the
interaction between the two is insignificant.

To summarize, the degree of influence for each factor on the elbow pressure drop
is air velocity > bending-diameter ratio > water-cement ratio. In addition, there is a
significant interaction between the air velocity and bending-diameter ratio, air velocity,
and water-cement ratio. At the same time, there is no significant interaction between the
bending-diameter ratio and the water-cement ratio.

It can be seen from Figures 5 and 6a that the contour line distribution of the abscissa
is significantly denser than that of the ordinate, which indicates that the influence of air
velocity on the coefficient of variation of elbow outlet pressure is more significant than
that of the water-cement ratio. However, there is no noticeable distortion in the response
surface, indicating that the interaction between the two factors is insignificant. It can be
seen from the trend of the three-dimensional curved surface that when the water-cement
ratio is a particular value, the conveying stability (C.V) at the elbow outlet decreases with
the increase in air velocity.

It is manifest from Figures 5 and 6b that the contour lines in the abscissa are more
densely distributed than those in the ordinate, indicating that the influence of air velocity
on the conveying stability (C.V) at the elbow outlet is more significant than that of the
bending-diameter ratio. However, there is no noticeable distortion in the response surface,
indicating that the interaction between the two is insignificant. It can be seen from the
trend of the three-dimensional curved surface that when the bending-diameter ratio is
a particular value, the conveying stability (C.V) at the elbow outlet decreases with the
increase in air velocity.

As is shown in Figures 5 and 6c, the contour lines in the abscissa are more densely
distributed than those in the ordinate, indicating that the water-cement ratio has a more
significant influence on the conveying stability (C.V) of the elbow outlet than the bending-
diameter ratio. The response surface is distorted, indicating that the interaction of the two
is significant.

To sum up, the influence degree of each influencing factor on the pressure drop at
the inlet and outlet of the elbow is air velocity > water-cement ratio > bending-diameter
ratio. In addition, it is found that there is no significant interaction between air velocity
and bending-diameter ratio, air velocity, and water-cement ratio. Still, there is considerable
interaction between the bending-diameter ratio and the water-cement ratio.

4. Flow Characteristics of Stiff Shotcrete in the Stage after Elbow

The flow characteristics of the material particles are studied by a high-speed camera.
Figure 7 shows the snapshots of pneumatic conveying at different conveying positions
under an air velocity of 40 m/s, a water-cement ratio of 0.2, and a bending-diameter ratio
of 4. As shown in Figure 6, material particles belong to the acceleration section at the initial
stage of transportation (Position 1 #). Under the action of air, the speed of the material
particles of wet shotcrete increases rapidly, but they mainly move forward in the form of a
bottom layer flow. Some coarse aggregate particles roll and suspend under the combined
action of the airflow, pipe wall, and other material particles, while the particles at the
lower part of the pipe slide irregularly. In the sound conveying stage (Position 2 #), the
speed of the material particle group is maintained at a stable state after passing through
the acceleration section and the particle group is picked up to reach the suspension state.
However, in the stage (Position 3 #), after passing the elbow with a bending-diameter ratio
of 4, the particle group of materials will collide violently with the elbow, and the particle
group speed of materials will drop sharply. Under the combined action of the subsequent
airflow and secondary flow, the particles in the upper part will be picked up layer by layer,
gradually forming a suspended flow.
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Figure 8 shows the snapshots of pneumatic conveying at different times when the air
velocity is 40 m/s, the water-cement ratio is 0.2, and the bending-diameter ratio is 4. As
shown in Figure 8, when stiff shotcrete particles pass through the outlet of the elbow, a small
amount of sprayed concrete particles pass through the bottom of the pipe. Subsequently,
due to the influence of air velocity and secondary flow, the stiff shotcrete particles form a
stable suspended flow, which continues until the material particles are transported.
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In Figure 9, a snapshot of the pneumatic transport of stiff shotcrete after bending is
obtained under the conditions of a water-cement ratio of 0.3, a bending-diameter ratio of
4, and an air velocity of 40 m/s, 36 m/s, and 32 m/s, respectively. As shown in Figure 9,
under different air velocities, the stiff shotcrete particles of wet shotcrete can reach a stable
conveying process after passing through the bending stage. In addition, when the air
velocity decreases, the flow pattern of the material particles of the stiff shotcrete gradually
transits from suspension to bottom flow.
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Figure 10 shows a snapshot of pneumatic conveying of stiff shotcrete particles material
through elbow structures with different bending-diameter ratios when the air velocity is
32 m/s and the water-cement ratio is 0.3. It can be seen from Figure 10 that the particle
groups are transported in a stable bottom flow. In addition, different bending-diameter
ratios have no significant impact on the flow characteristics of particles.
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Figure 11 shows the snapshot of the pneumatic conveying of stiff shotcrete material
particles at different water-cement ratios under the conditions of 36 m/s air velocity and
a bending-diameter ratio of 4. As shown in Figure 11, the material particle group keeps
the bottom flow stable at this air velocity. It should be noted that when the water-cement
ratio of the stiff shotcrete material is 0.1, a small amount of cement does not undergo a
hydration reaction and is still transported pneumatically in powder form. As a result,
cement accumulations of varying degrees occur at the bottom of the pipeline and slip
forward at a shallow velocity relative to the suspended materials.
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5. Conclusions

Field pressure conveying experiments studied the pressure drop and conveying stabil-
ity of the elbow under different air velocities, water-cement ratios, and bending-diameter
ratios. The investigation is designed based on the response surface method, and the ex-
perimental data are analyzed. Among them, the conveying stability is characterized by
the pressure variation coefficient. The influence of the interaction of single and multiple
factors on the pressure drop and conveying stability of the elbow is analyzed. However,
these conclusions are limited to the range of parameters studied. The main conclusions are
as follows:

(1) The influence degree of a single factor on the elbow pressure drop is as follows: air
velocity > bending-diameter ratio > water-cement ratio and the degree of influence of a sin-
gle factor on conveying stability is as follows: air velocity > water-cement ratio > bending-
diameter ratio. Therefore, the effect of air velocity on the pressure drop and conveying
stability of the elbow is significant.

(2) The response surface model of air velocity, water-cement ratio, bending-diameter
ratio, and elbow pressure drop R1 is established. The second-order response surface model
of air velocity, water-cement ratio, bending-diameter ratio, and the conveying stability
(C.V) of elbow outlet R2 is found. In addition, there is a significant interaction between air
velocity and bending-diameter ratio, air velocity, and water-cement ratio for the pressure
drop at the inlet and outlet of the elbow. For conveying stability (C.V), there is still a
considerable interaction between the bending-diameter and water-cement ratios.

(3) By comparing the snapshot analysis of the section after passing through the bend
under different working conditions, it can be seen that the air velocity significantly impacts
the flow characteristics after passing through the elbow. The air velocity substantially
influences the flow characteristics of the material particles after passing through the elbow.
With the air velocity increase, the particle group gradually transits from the bottom layer to
the suspended flow. The water-cement and bending-diameter ratios have no significant
effect on the flow characteristics of the material particles after passing through the elbow.
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